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Round 1 
 

1a What 2013–2017 TV show's online fandom refers to itself by the name "Clone 
Club"? This Canadian sci-fi thriller series earned Tatiana Maslany an 
Outstanding Lead Actress Emmy Award for her portrayal of "various roles." ORPHAN BLACK 

1b Don Cheadle and Cheech Marin were part of the cast of what one-season spin-
off that ran from 1992 to 1993? The sitcom was not nearly as popular as its 
predecessor, which had concluded upon the departure of Bea Arthur. The GOLDEN PALACE 

1c In makeup artistry, what is the term for the process of applying a semi-thick 
layer of translucent face powder to set the foundation or concealer underneath, 
leaving it on for a period of time, then brushing away the excess to reveal a 
smooth, matte finish? BAKING 

   

2a 
According to Spotify's 2023 Wrapped, one of the top podcasts of 2023 was 2 
Bears, 1 Cave. Name either host of this podcast. 

Albert "Bert" KREISCHER Jr. or Thomas 
"Tom" SEGURA 

2b What 2005 DreamWorks animated movie concerns animals voiced by Ben 
Stiller, Chris Rock, David Schwimmer, and Jada Pinkett Smith who, after 
having escaped from the Central Park Zoo, end up in crates that wash ashore 
in another country? MADAGASCAR 

2c First and last name required: What name made its credited theatrical debut as 
the director of the actually highly praised 1969 film Death of a Gunfighter? This 
name (pronounced the same but spelled slightly differently) appears in the full 
title of the 1997 mockumentary film known by the short-form name Burn 
Hollywood Burn. (The latter movie's director, Arthur Hiller, disowned the film 
prior to its release.) 

ALAN SMITHEE [accept ALLEN 
SMITHEE] 

   

3a Many classic British sweets have been featured as technical challenges on The 
Great British Bake-Off. What is the name of this frequently filled sweet whose 
full recipe includes the following step? "Quickly roll a circle of the warm mixture 
around the handle of the wooden spoon, having the join underneath. Press the 
join lightly together to seal, then slide [it] off the spoon and leave it to firm up on 
the wire rack. " Classic BRANDY SNAPs 

3b What hugely popular Roblox MMORPG features players hatching and caring 
for various pets that are rated from common to legendary? Its massive success 
has led to a toy line and a Happy Meal collaboration. ADOPT ME! 

3c One baseball owner famously banned long hair and beards in 1976, but he 
technically never banned mustaches (even though he reportedly hated them). 
His son, who is currently the chairman of the LLC that owns the team, has kept 
this "Neatness Counts" policy in place. What is their shared last name? STEINBRENNER 

   

4a What football club, nicknamed the Royals, was most recently relegated from 
the Premier League after the 2012–13 season? The team's home stadium, 
which opened in 1998, was named for John Madejski [muh DAY skee], but it is 
currently rebranded as the Select Car Leasing Stadium. READING F.C. 

4b What American rocker appeared on The Muppet Show acting as an agent of 
the devil, promising the Muppets "fabulous riches and worldwide fame" in 
exchange for their souls? He also performed a duet with Miss Piggy on "You 
and Me," the Billboard Hot 100 top-ten single from his 1977 album, Lace and 
Whiskey. 

Alice COOPER [accept Vincent 
FURNIER] 

4c What is the reduplicative name of the urban contemporary gospel duo formed 
by sisters Erica and Trecina [treh SEE nuh] Atkins-Campbell? Some of their 
crossover hits that charted on the Billboard Hot 100 include 2000's "Shackles 
(Praise You)" and 2008's "God in Me." MARY MARY 

 
  



Round 2 
 

1a Eurovision crowned its first-ever openly non-binary winner earlier this month 
when Nemo won for Switzerland. What was the title of their contest-winning 
song? The CODE 

1b 

According to Spotify's 2023 Wrapped, one of the top podcasts of 2023 was 
Smartless. Name any one of this podcast's three hosts. 

Jason BATEMAN, Sean HAYES, or 
William "Will" ARNETT 

1c What is colloquial Roblox parlance for a type of game that requires players to 
advance past a series of impediments and checkpoints to win? It is a 
shortening of a more familiar term. (Please note that you will not be prompted 
if you provide the unshortened term.) OBBY or OBBIES 

   

2a Nominated for several 2024 Tony Awards, what musical whose producers 
include Hillary Clinton and Malala Yousafzai [yoo suff ZAI (rhymes with "high")] 
features a predominantly female cast playing roles like Alice Paul, Carrie 
Chapman Catt, and Ida B. Wells? This musical with a monosyllabic and 
pluralized title includes the songs "Let Mother Vote" and "The March (We 
Demand Equality)." SUFFS 

2b What TV show's online fandom calls itself "Arconiacs," a reference to the 
fictional Upper West Side apartment complex in which the show takes place? 
This true-crime-tinged Hulu show will release its fourth season this August. 

ONLY MURDERS IN THE BUILDING 
[prompt on “Only Murders”] 

2c Bleacher Report's "Greatest Mustache in MLB History" is a waxed handlebar 
belonging to what Hall of Fame relief pitcher, a prominent member of the 
Mustache Gang that led the Oakland Athletics to the 1972 World Series title? 
He later said that he'd only grown a mustache after teammate Reggie Jackson 
had shown up to training camp with one. Roland "Rollie" FINGERS 

   

3a It's the two-word name of a three-point bird in the board game Wingspan that 
allows the player to discard one wheat to tuck two cards from the deck behind 
it. It's also the name of a winter clothing brand, founded in Toronto in 1957, 
that is known for outerwear and knitwear. What is this name? CANADA GOOSE 

3b Which football club, whose nicknames include the Seasiders and the 
Tangerines, has only ever spent one season (2010–11) in the Premier 
League? Since 1901, the team's home stadium has been Bloomfield Road. BLACKPOOL F.C. 

3c Kate Mulgrew starred in what failed spin-off in which she, a crime-solving 
reporter, is the previously unseen spouse of the titular detective of a different 
(and significantly longer-running) show—an assertion supported by the original 
title of this spin-off series? The spin-off lasted five episodes in 1979 before it 
was pulled, retooled, retitled twice, and ultimately canceled in 1980. 

MRS. COLUMBO [accept KATE 
COLUMBO or KATE THE DETECTIVE 
or KATE LOVES A MYSTERY] 

   

4a In makeup artistry, what is the term for drawing slightly outside one's natural 
lips to accentuate the cupid’s bow and to make the lips appear fuller? OVERLINING 

4b In what 2010 DreamWorks animated movie does Jay Baruchel [BARE uh 
shell] play Hiccup, the teenaged son of a Viking village chieftain who befriends 
an injured Night Fury and helps him to fly using a prosthetic tail fin? HOW TO TRAIN YOUR DRAGON 

4c An Alan Smithee Film: Burn Hollywood Burn was written by Joe Eszterhaz 
[ESS ter hoss], who is better known for having written Jagged Edge, Basic 
Instinct, and what 1995 cult-classic box-office bomb that won Eszterhaz a 
Worst Screenplay Razzie? SHOWGIRLS 

 
  



 Round 3 
 

1a What 2023–24 Premier League team, nicknamed the Hatters, had, at the time 
of their promotion, the smallest ground ever in the Premier League by seating 
capacity? Recent upgrades to prepare Kenilworth Road for broadcasting 
requirements reportedly increased its capacity above Bournemouth's Vitality 
Stadium. LUTON Town F.C. 

1b Nominated for several 2024 Tony Awards, what musical with music and lyrics 
by Justin Levine and folk-rockers Jonathan Clay and Zach Chance from 
Jamestown Revival is based on a novel from 1967 that was made into a movie 
in 1983? Songs include "Tulsa '67" and "Stay Gold." The OUTSIDERS 

1c The full recipe for what British sweet that was featured as a Great British Bake-
Off technical challenge includes the following step? "Turn twelve of the biscuits 
design-side down and pipe equal amounts of the [redacted] au beurre around 
the edges and in the middle of each one. Sandwich with the remaining twelve 
biscuits, design-side out, on top, then chill the biscuits until the filling is firm." CUSTARD CREAMs 

   

2a What singer and actor appeared on The Muppet Show and had a drum battle 
with Animal that resulted in both of them passing out? He also performed his 
signature song, at the end of which Sweetums presented him with a giant 
bunch of bananas. Harold "Harry" BELAFONTE, Jr. 

2b The artist representing the Netherlands at Eurovision 2024, Joost [YOHST] 
Klein, was disqualified hours before he was scheduled to perform his song at 
the Grand Final. What was the title of this song? EUROPAPA [oo ROH pah pah] 

2c In makeup artistry, what is the term for the blended or diffused eyeshadow 
effect in which dark eyeshadow has been applied to the eyelid and then 
blended upward and outward? SMOKEY eye 

   

3a What short-lived 2002 TV show's online fandom calls itself "Browncoats"—a 
reference to a group of people (including the captain and the second-in-
command of the spaceship that serves as the show's primary setting) who had 
fought in the Unification War of the 26th century? FIREFLY 

3b 
In what 2008 DreamWorks animated movie does Jack Black play Po, the 
prophesied "Dragon Warrior" who trains with Master Shifu to help stop the evil 
Tai Lung? KUNG FU PANDA 

3c What "Reigning Queen of Urban Gospel" earned a Grammy for her two-time 
platinum 1999 album Mountain High... Valley Low? In early 2020, she received 
critical acclaim for her rendition of "America the Beautiful," performed during the 
Super Bowl LIV pre-game ceremony. Yolanda ADAMS 

   

4a Blox Fruits is an unlicensed Roblox action fighting game based on what other 
property that was created in the mid-1990s by Eiichiro Oda [EE chee roh OH 
duh]? Players can choose to be a master swordsman, a powerful fruit user, a 
martial arts attacker, or a gun user as they sail across the sea. ONE PIECE 

4b It's the two-word name of an eight-point bird with no powers in the board game 
Wingspan. It's also the name of an alcohol brand that offered a spokesperson 
position to Cobbler, Barack Obama's November 2012 pardonee. What is this 
name? WILD TURKEY 

4c Jennifer Coolidge played the twelfth-most powerful woman in Hollywood, 
Bobbie Morganstern, on what two-season spin-off from the early aughts? 
Morganstern is the agent to the spun-off title character, who had moved from 
New York to LA to further his acting career. JOEY 

 
  



Round 4 
 

1a In an episode that was surreal even for The Muppet Show, what singer 
performed "(Ghost) Riders in the Sky" in front of a Confederate flag while 
Gonzo and some chickens, dressed as ghosts, rode bucking cows in the 
foreground? This singer later performed a medley of "Orange Blossom Special" 
and "Jackson," the latter of which was a duet with Miss Piggy. J. R. "Johnny" CASH 

1b In versions that have been re-edited for commercial airline flights, Alan Smithee 
receives directorial credit for what 1992 film that earned its actual director, 
Martin Brest, an Academy Award nomination? (It also got its star a long-awaited 
win—hoo ah!) SCENT OF A WOMAN 

1c It's the two-word name of a three-point bird in the board game Wingspan that 
allows the player to gain one wheat from the birdfeeder (if available). When 
followed by "way," it's also the name of a street in the Hollywood Hills that was 
immortalized in the title of a song from The Beatles' Magical Mystery Tour. 
What is this name? BLUE JAY 

   

2a Colonel Potter, Father Mulcahy [mull KAY hee], and Maxwell Klinger, who have 
all returned from Korea, work at General Pershing Veterans' Hospital ("General 
General") in what spin-off that managed to get two seasons in the early 1980s? 
The title of this show is a play on a word meaning "the period immediately 
following a usually ruinous event." AFTERMASH 

2b The full recipe for what British sweet that was featured as a Great British Bake-
Off technical challenge includes the following step? "Dollop a spoonful of the 
filling onto the smooth side of each of the twelve plain biscuits, spreading it to 
the edges with a palette knife. Spoon a little [raspberry product] over the 
buttercream, then sandwich, smooth side downwards, with the twelve cut-out 
heart biscuits. Dust with icing sugar to serve." 

JAMMIE DODGERs [accept JAMMY 
BISCUITs] 

2c The highest-charting gospel album in the history of the Billboard 200 was a 
2010 release that debuted at number two called Here I Am, by what artist? In 
2008, his single "Never Would Have Made It" spent forty-six weeks at #1 on 
Billboard's Hot Gospel Songs chart. Marvin SAPP 

   

3a According to Spotify's 2023 Wrapped, one of the top podcasts of 2023 was New 
Heights. Name either host of this podcast. Jason KELCE or Travis KELCE 

3b In makeup artistry, what is the theatrical name given to a densely bristled 
makeup brush with a short handle that is used to apply loose powders to large 
surfaces of the face? 

KABUKI brush [accept MUSHROOM 
brush] 

3c Ireland's 2024 Eurovision representative, who had crowds chanting "Crown the 
witch!" after their performance, was forced by officials to change the Ogham 
script that they had drawn on their face because it spelled out "ceasefire." What 
is the name of this "Doomsday Blue" performer? 

BAMBIE THUG [accept Bambie Ray 
ROBINSON] 

   

4a His long curly hair, fierce demeanor, and bushy horseshoe mustache led to Al 
Hrabosky [ruh BAH skee] being nicknamed "The Mad" what? The nickname 
references the former nationality of Hrabosky's parents. HUNGARIAN 

4b What 2011–2018 TV show's online fandom calls itself "Roomfriends"? The word 
originated in an early episode of the Fox show when Nick stumbled while 
introducing his female roommate, Jess, to his boss. NEW GIRL 

4c Nominated for several 2024 Tony Awards, what musical with a one-word name 
and music and lyrics by Sufjan [SOOF yonn] Stevens features characters with 
geographically appropriate names like Clark, Shelby, and Morgan? Stevens's 
similarly named 2005 concept album also includes songs called "Casimir 
Pulaski Day" and "Prairie Fire That Wanders About." 

ILLINOISE [do not accept or prompt on 
"Illinois"; the "s" at the end must be 
pronounced] 

 
  



Round 5 
 

1a In what 2007 DreamWorks animated movie does Jerry Seinfeld play a creature 
who, with the support of his human friend Vanessa, takes humans to court over 
the exploitation of his kind? BEE MOVIE 

1b What New York Mets manager infamously (and poorly) disguised himself in 
dark sunglasses and a fake mustache to return to the dugout after being 
ejected from a 1999 game? The faux facial hair was actually two pieces of 
eyeblack tape. Robert "Bobby" VALENTINE 

1c With twenty Grammys to his name, Kirk Franklin is the king of urban 
contemporary gospel. With what Dallas-based gospel choir did Franklin release 
the 1997 hit single "Stomp," which crossed over and reached #1 on Billboard's 
Hot R&B/Hip-Hop Airplay chart? GOD'S PROPERTY 

   

2a It's the name of a zero-point bird in the board game Wingspan that allows the 
player to draw a card. It's also the surname of the medical examiner on NCIS, 
portrayed by David McCallum, who was nicknamed "Ducky." What is this 
name? MALLARD 

2b What is the collective name of the YouTube duo made up of blond Adam and 
purple-haired Justin—prolific Roblox content creators with their own toy line? 
They kicked off a minor scandal by allegedly stealing thumbnails and video 
titles for their Roblox content. LANKYBOX 

2c What football club, nicknamed the Bluebirds, has had only two one-year stints 
in the Premier League: the first in 2013–14 and the second in 2018–19? From 
1910 to 2009, the club's home stadium was Ninian Park; its current home 
stadium opened in July 2009 and shares its name with the club itself. CARDIFF City F.C. 

   

3a What musician was dragged into a swamp by a group of Muppet crocodiles at 
the end of his first performance on The Muppet Show? Sam The Eagle is 
appalled by his wardrobe, saying he "dress[es] like a stolen car." Elton JOHN [accept Reginald DWIGHT] 

3b Rick Rosenthal credited Alan Smithee with the direction of a 1994 made-for-TV 
movie that was a sequel to what Alfred Hitchcock film? Inexplicably, the star of 
the Hitchcock film cameos in the sequel as a new character, Helen, instead of 
as her original character, Melanie. The BIRDS 

3c Nominated for several 2024 Tony Awards, what semi-autobiographical musical 
with music and lyrics by Alicia Keys focuses on her attempts to make it as an 
artist in New York in the 1990s while living in the title neighborhood? Songs like 
"No One" and "Empire State of Mind" close out this musical. HELL'S KITCHEN 

   

4a Who became Croatia's highest-scoring Eurovision entrant upon placing second 
at Eurovision 2024 with "Rim Tim Tagi Dim"? (Riva won with "Rock Me" back in 
1989, but this was when Croatia was a part of Yugoslavia.) 

BABY LASAGNA [accept Marko 
PURISIC] 

4b The full recipe for what British sweet that was featured as a Great British Bake-
Off technical challenge includes the following step? "Turn the chocolate-coated 
biscuits chocolate-side down... then place a marshmallow-coated biscuit on top, 
marshmallow-side facing downwards. Place the biscuits on a wire rack over a 
tray and pour the remaining melted chocolate over the top. Spread with a 
palette knife to create a smooth layer, spreading the chocolate around the 
edges until the biscuits are covered." WAGON WHEELs 

4c 
According to Spotify's 2023 Wrapped, one of the top podcasts of 2023 was 
Armchair Expert. Name either host of this podcast. Dax SHEPARD or Monica PADMAN 

 
  



Tie breaker round.  Ask all players tied for a given place the first three questions individually, usually by having them 
leave the room. If there are still at least two players tied, ask them the second set.  
 
Please email Lindsay Sobczak (oqlusacommissioner@gmail.com) the results of broken ties. 
 

1a In The Simpsons, Moe's Tavern is the bar frequented by Homer and other 
Springfielders. Correctly spell the last name of its proprietor. S-Z-Y-S-L-A-K 

1b 
In The Room, Johnny and Lisa are two members of the love triangle central to 
the plot of the movie. What character is the third? (o, hai) MARK 

1c What gas-station chain that is headquartered in Lake Jackson, Texas, sells a 
proprietary flavored corn-puff snack called Beaver Nuggets? BUC-EE'S [BUCK eez] 

   

2a During the men's 4x400-meter relay preliminary event at the 2012 Olympics, 
what sprinter—who now competes in bobsleigh—broke his leg around halfway 
through his lap? He finished the lap despite his injury, helping to secure Team 
USA a place in the finals and, ultimately, a silver medal. Manteo MITCHELL 

2b "Wonderwall," "Champagne Supernova," and "Don't Look Back in Anger" were 
all singles released off what 1995 Oasis album? 

(WHAT'S THE STORY) MORNING 
GLORY? 

2c What ceremonial capital of the Achaemenid Empire provided the title for a set 
of autobiographical graphic novels by Marjane Satrapi [mar ZHAWN SAT ruh 
pee]? PERSEPOLIS 

   

TB1 How many minutes long are the 1926, 1949, 1974, and 2013 film versions of 
The Great Gatsby added together? 458 minutes 

 
 

Spare Questions 

1 What Apple TV+ series, adapted from a trilogy of novels by Hugh Howey, is 
named for the physical structure in which the vast majority of its dystopian 
events take place? SILO 

2 Lewis Hamilton announced he would be leaving Mercedes to join what other 
Formula One team for the 2025 season? FERRARI 

3 What is the name of poet Ocean Vuong's 2019 debut novel? Written in the 
form of a letter, this novel is an exploration of both the experience of the 
narrator, Little Dog, as a child of a Vietnamese immigrant family and the abuse 
he received from his mother, to whom the letter is addressed. 

ON EARTH WE'RE BRIEFLY 
GORGEOUS 
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